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A New Year… 
2020 has been a year to remember…bad and good.  Many people suffered, 
all of our lives have been changed in one way or another, and many people 
have stepped forward.   With us, who have animals, specially dogs….I think 
we have been able to have a  better quality time with them.  Yes, shows have 
been canceled, but it is has allowed us to do more one on one training.  But 
wait…what could be better than tracking with our dogs.  It is one of the few 
activities that is healthy….social distance and outdoors! 
Yes, it is winter…cold and snowy.   It is so fun to track in the winter.  
Just because we may be able to see the track doesn’t mean anything 
to our dog, the scent still travels according to environment…natural 
or unnatural. 

• Croix Valley Tracking Club is planning on some 
wonderful events for 2021.  They may be  

     similar but yet different. 
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• June 6 is our VST tracking test.  This is still at the River Fall’s University of Wisc campus.   Hans 

Muessigg is the Head tracklayer.   

This test will need more volunteers to make it happen.  Please check your calendars and email 

him to let you know you can help.   dennett.muessig@gmail.com 

• June, still to be decided on a date will be our tracking seminar.  We will split the day up to have 

smaller groups.     Look to the email group in a few weeks to check it out     CVTC@groups.io and 

also the website  http://www.cvtclub.org/ 

• October 24 is our TD tracking test.   There is a change of locations, we can hardly wait!  It is going 

to be at the Mississippi West Regional Park in Ramsey, MN.  Several of us have been up there 

tracking and it has been so much fun.  Kinnickinnick State Park in River Falls, WI has been a great 

place for so many years.   But change will be good….  Joan Telfer is the Head Tracklayer.  We 

have had several people sign up already to help.  But we can’t have enough Her email is:  

jmttdx@comcast.net 

• We are talking about potentially having an agility run thru in the near future.  I have talked with 

Dawn Falk at Cloud Nine in Maple Lake.  She has a wonderful dog training place and also does 

tracking classes.  BUT we will need volunteers and a date 

Other dates to look forward to:  

• Potentially the AKC Invitational Tracking test, dates to be determined. This will be held Branched Oak 

State Recreation Area 
12000 W Branched Oak Rd, Raymond, NE 68428 

• TCOTC will have their TDX tracking test a week later than our TD test. 

      Also note: Due to Covid, there will not be an annual meeting in February. 


2021 will be a change.  Let’s all work together.  Hug our dogs, it is amazing what they do for us! 

     CVTC President 

    Jenny Zimmerman 

The President's Track ….
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Do Dogs Smell Scents Better in the Cold? 

Watch your dog the next time you go for a walk or send him into the yard. Within moments of being 
outside, his nose immediately goes to work tracking squirrels, rabbits and the meter man. Airflow, 
moisture, temperature and density all influence how easily he tracks a smell. 

Science of the Nose 

The dog's nose is an amazing feat of evolution. Capable of distinguishing more than 1,000 individual 
chemical odorants, the dog's nose surpasses the human nose at least 10,000 times over. In addition to a 
proportionately large nasal cavity, the dog also possesses a special organ called the vomeronasal organ. 
The VMO helps the dog distinguish between organic smells and inorganic smells. For organic smells, it 
provides biological information on species, gender, health status, mood and more, giving the dog a 
complete picture of the animal they are smelling. 

Scent Movement 
Fill a glass with water, then place two to three drops of food coloring into the glass. Watch how it 

changes. This is how scent travels in air. It moves from high to low elevation, gets caught in swirls of 

movement and dissipates as it moves further away from the origination point. 
Temperature and Moisture Effects 
Temperature and moisture affect the strength of scents as well as how quickly they dissipate. When the 

temperature drops, air and scent molecules become more dense, resulting in a higher concentration of 

smell per square inch. This is because scent molecules move closer together when cold. Similarly, water 

vapor traps scent molecules, enhancing the odor they release and retarding their diffusion into the air. 

The combination of cool, moist air results in scent that is heavy and closer to the ground. This makes it 

much easier for a dog to track the smell. 

Too Cold 

While it is true that cool, moist air makes it easier for dogs to smell and track odor, it is also true that air 
can be too cold for scent. This is because as temperatures continue to drop, the moisture in the air 
freezes to a solid. Eventually, the scent becomes trapped in dry solids and cannot be detected easily by 
the dog. It is for this reason that dogs may have trouble tracking in subzero temperatures but do well on 
cool, rainy days. 

About the Author  
Shelly Volsche has worked as a professional dog behavior consultant, holds a Bachelor's degree in 

psychology, and a diploma in canine nutrition. She has written for "The Chronicle of the Dog" and 
Lucky Dog Magazine and is currently pursuing her PhD in anthropology with a focus on pet parents.
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The TDX Fall 2020 test was dedicated to the memory 
of 

Robin Kilbury 
October 4, 1953 – May 25, 2020 



 Spindrift Salvaged Astromech 
Wi-55, TD, ACT!

Astro
Laura Thomas

Tracklayer:Hans Muessig

Vinewood Bright Lights N Action 
VCD2, AX, AXJ

Zeva
Sheila Koon

Tracklayer: Julia Torgerson

Fall 2020 TDX TEST 
The New Tracking Dog Excellent Teams

Willow Kafka TD, CGC, TKN
Willow

Amy Lynn Kafka
Tracklayer: Jim Hagberg
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Laura and Shelia
and Zeva accept their ribbons

Covid can’t stop CVTD trackers from 
having a great time

TDX 2020 judges:   Ms. Rebecca D Johnson, Ramsey, MN 
Mrs. Inge Suchanek, Milton, WI

Tracklayers :
Julia Torgerson,  Jim Hagberg,  Hans Muessig,  

Julie Heaton-Hill, & Steve Kath
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Judge Becky,  Judge Inge and Joan Telfer



Lokki drops on the end 
glove… he does not know he 

did not pass so  
JulieHeaton-Hill

 and Karlyn celebrate with 
him like he did
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Flags and tracklayer Julie Torgerson

Laura and Astro
cross the road
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A long story about my hero… Lokki. It was a beautiful day and Lokki and I ran our hearts out with Lokki 
plowing through the tall grass field.  We did not pass, but the most important thing I learned is that my old 
dog 11 1/2 year old GSD Lokki is a hero... he ran 510 yards non-stop at full tilt ... that is at German 
Shepherd full trot.... nose to the ground and he took every corner on at exactly with right/left turns, with no 
hesitation or circling.  He never paused at any cross track meant to distract him and pull him off the trackers 
track. He only slowed only when his old lady handler was about to tumble on a rutted gophers mound and I 
asked him to wait.... he paused and then moved on at full gait again. He found his first article with a solid 
drop alert right on it.  Then we hit the woods … well, there I  guess we can say that we learned when newly 
dropped oak leaves are swirling your track scent is probably in the air too.  I could see his concern in his 
eyes, as he searched but could not find exactly where the scent went. We all waited silently as he hunted so 
not to deter him ... he tried, but the whistle blew and we were done. This was very disappointing because 
he tracks in the northwoods everyday... but not with flying leaves.  For a moment we wondered if this was 
because he was old dog and tired, but no… Julie our tracklayer and I got him on the track in those woods 
and wow off he went non-stop for the final 250 yards… again at full tilt and dropping at the second article 
and then the final glove!  It was a spectacular run ...unfortunately like so many other beautiful runs this guy 
has given to me we just seem to just miss getting the TDX title by a hair. This run was really a heartbreaker, 
as I see no avenue for a fall TDX when he is12 1/2... but who knows... I write this not as an excuse, but 
because his run was a magnificent effort! He is a fantastic tracking dog even without that title I will have this 
run and his many splendid runs as a proud memory of a boy who gave his all! 

After this disappointment many fellow trackers and judges wrote to me that they even wanted to cry when 
Lokki’s beautiful run was not a pass. Some declaring him a TDX dog no matter what and that our day is what 
tracking is really all about … the relationship and a team working together.  Lokki does not know he did not 
pass.  Julie and I really celebrated with cheers his finding the final glove and Julie took the “victory” photo 
picture. We headed back to the base smiling and with a very proud dog.  

Maybe we will find a Spring TDX, we have quests still possible we will go the VST and who knows, aim for a 
TDX at age 12 1/2!  Make every run a glorious memory. 

Karlyn and UKC CH Jerland's Lokki Ulfhedinn von Valkyrie TC, S.T.A.R., CGC, TDI, RE, BN, PCD, CD, TD,  
RATI, RATN, TKA, SBA, SWN, SWA, SCM,SIE,SEE: AKC Achiever Dog

Pass or Fail we always know our experience at a test is a learning experience and 
every track brings new encounters that we must face. But, we learn more than 
tracking skills at a test. I felt I learned  something very special that day so I wrote 
this letter in our groups.iopage after the test. Several members wrote 
heartwarming replies and encouraged me to share my letter in this newsletter. I 
invited the other trackers to write a piece about their tracking adventures or 
reflections too and hope you will. Karlyn

TDX Fall 
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Article games

Lay 1 article on the ground and wait for the dog to do something.  Do not say anything!!!  If he nudges 

it praise and click (if you use a clicker) or give him a treat.  If the dog does not react nudge the article 

with your foot until he takes notice.  After he gives you a response take that article away.  Do it again 

with another article and see what he does. Now he has the idea, but what would you really like him to 

do, retrieve it, throw it in the air, lie down or sit by it?  You need to decide.  Lay an article down.  This 

time wait until he gives you another indication.  If he picks it up and you want him to bring it to you get 

real low and make your voice sound real excited and offer him a treat.  If you want him to sit – wait for 

the sit, don’t say anything – praise and treat.  After you get the indication you want you can put down 

multiple articles, adding one at a time (2 then 3 and so on) until you have about 6 articles down.  

Increase the articles slowly and in multiple days.  See what he does.  Wait for the indication you want 

before you praise and treat (or click).  Work on this at least every other day and also work in different 

A variety of articles



Best Practices  -  Croix Valley Tracking Club Tracking Tests and other functions
Depending on which state we will be holding either test, seminar or other function, the club will comply with that 
state’s COVID-19 guidelines and regulations.   
Tracking is a special dog sport that can be held by upholding 6 foot distances and a “hands-off” approach.  However, 
CVTC will follow the appropriate states guidelines and regulations for outside functions.  Please note:   
Test Secretary/ Chairperson: 

•The competitor must complete and sign Croix Valley Tracking Club Release of Harm and send in with their entry 
•All volunteers will also need to sign the Croix Valley Tracking Club Release of Harm.  The Head Tracklayer will be 
responsible for collecting signatures and then give to the on site secretary. 
•Wear a mask while at the test and people are with in or could become in the social distance area.   All people 
should maintain the social distance of 6 feet. 
•Either wear gloves or sanitize your hands before handing out any information or placing the “draw articles” 
•Have the exhibitor individually come up to select a Microban or similar sprayed Draw article. Also provide the 
exhibitor a small bottle of sanitizer (or use a 2 oz bottle as a draw article) to use if warranted after all articles have 
been found.  Also provide  the exhibitor with a zip lock  baggie to place “found”  articles in. 
•Announce the location of the COVID-19 plastic box with nitrile gloves, Sprays and sanitizers 
•Make sure bathrooms have sanitizers available 
•No group pictures at the end of the test.  Individual pictures can be done but no CVTC member will use the 
exhibitor’s phone or camera. 
•Maps of the test will be emailed, mailed if not possible to email.  If the exhibitor wishes, they can take a picture 
of both maps at the end of all tests and the judges have completed all of the test maps.  
•Discuss with the exhibitors the options the judges have given for retrieving the articles on the track.  Judges may 
either mention this or let the secretary aware to notify exhibitors at the draw.  These options may be:  

1) Raise your hand and let them know what the article is. 
2) Let the judges know what the article is verbally. 
3) Pick up the article and keep the article on your person. You may put in the zip lock bag that was 
provided at the draw 
4) Exhibitor places a flagged clip at the place of the article. 
5) Yell “article” 

•At the end of the exhibitor’s test, they are welcome to use the sanitizer that will be given to them at the 
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Head Tracklayer: 
•Must complete, sign and collect from all volunteers, the  Croix Valley Tracking Club Release of Harm. Then 
give to the On-site Secretary  
•Collect all Croix Valley Tracking Club Release of Harm from all tracklayer, cross tracklayer and flag carriers and 
give to the onsite secretary 
•Have a designated flag carrier(s) 
•Flags will need to be sanitized sprayed at the end of the test 
•Get in contact with the judges for that particular test to go over what their preferences are for articles. 

Tracklayer and or cross tracklayer and other volunteers: 
• Must complete and sign Croix Valley Tracking Club Release of Harm and give to Head Tracklayer 
• Wear gloves to drop articles on the track.  Have a different set of gloves for placing the articles if are going 

to be a tracklayer for more than one track. 
•Bring articles in gallon ziplock bag on plotting day to show the judges for their approval. 

AT LEAST 1 DAY BEFORE PLOTTING DAY:   (Put one stinky article in to scent the other articles) 
TD tracklayers: Place a sock, a cap or hat, and a bandana into a separate plastic ziplock bag (total of 3 
articles) for each track they will lay. The club will furnish the glove for the end of the track which will be 
added to the ziplock bag with the other articles on plotting day. 
TDX tracklayers: Place 1-2 socks, 1-2 cap/hats and 1-2 bandanas into a separate plastic ziplock bag (total of 
5 articles) for each track they will lay. The articles for the bag may change depending on judges’ preference, 
which will be discussed by the head tracklayer.  The club will furnish the glove(s) for the end of the track 
which will be added to the ziplock bag(s) with the other articles on plotting day. 
VST tracklayers: Similar to above but with VST type articles. The articles for the bag will depending on 
judges’ preference, which will be discussed by the head tracklayer.   

Exhibitor: 
•Must complete and sign Croix Valley Tracking Club Release of Harm and send in with your entry.  If not 
included, your entry may not be included in the Entry Drawing 
•There will be no potluck. Please bring food and beverage for yourself.  Please bring water for your dog. 
•When outside your car, please wear mask except when tracking with your dog in the test. 
•When walking your dog keep at least 6 foot distance from others 
•If exhibitor wishes, you may wait in their vehicle until notified on what to do with the draw and when it is time 
for running your track.  Once outside your car, please wear a mask. 
•Recommend wearing gloves while tracking, mask is not needed when you are actually running the tracking 
test. 
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•It is the exhibitor’s choice whether you handle the article or not that was discussed at the draw.  This should be 
discussed with the judges before the exhibitor moves off the start flag for their test. 

1) Raise your hand and let them know what the article is. 
2) Let the judges know what the article is verbally. 
3) Pick up the article and keep the article on your person. You may put in the zip lock baggie that was 
provided at the draw 
4) Exhibitor places a flagged clip at the place of the article. 
5) Yell “article” 

•After articles are found, you are welcome to use the sanitizer that was provided to you at the draw. 
•No group pictures at the end of the test.  Pictures with judges if approved by the judges, must maintain 

6 foot social  distance.  Individual pictures can be done but no CVTC member will use the exhibitor’s 
phone or camera.  
•Maps of the test will be emailed, mailed if not possible to email.  If the exhibitor wishes, they can take a 
•After articles are found, you are welcome to use the sanitizer that was provided to you at the draw. 
•No group pictures at the end of the test.  Pictures with judges if approved by the judges, must maintain 6 foot 
social  distance.  Individual pictures can be done but no CVTC member will use the exhibitor’s phone or camera.  
•Maps of the test will be emailed, mailed if not possible to email.  If the exhibitor wishes, they can take a picture 
of both maps at the end of all tests and the judges have completed all of the test maps.  

CDC - How to Protect Yourself and Others: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html 

These Suggested Best Practices may be periodically updated. Please check the AKC Tracking website 
(www.akc.org/sports/tracking/) for the most up-to-date version. 

For questions or additional suggestions, please contact the Companion Events Department at  
tracking@akc.org. 
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2021 Croix Valley Tracking Club 
Membership Renewal (for 2021) 

Date Submitted________________ 
Membership Dues $30.00 , one voucher can be used for membership or to get in the worker draw for 
one of our tests.  Using my voucher for membership___________ $15  (see below for more 
information on vouchers) 
Applicant(s) Name: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________________________________State____________Zip Code_______________ 

Phone: __________________________ cell phone:_____________________________ 

E-Mail _______________________________________ 

Occupation (optional): ___________________________________________________________________ 

How do you want to be notified of upcoming events? Check one:       Email me ___      Call me _____ 

I/We hereby agree to abide by the constitution and bylaws of the Croix Valley Tracking Club and the Rules 
and Regulations of the American Kennel Club. 

Email Notification  CVTC events/info notification is done by Email  
croixvalley_tracking@yahoogroups.com 

If you do not get notifications, please let Jenny Zimmerman know    tabodyworks@gmail.com 

Signature _______________________________________________________ 

Indicate the areas in which you would be willing to help at a match or trial:       

(Best way to notify you: ____ email___ text____call) 

_____Chairperson _____Judge _____Trial Secretary _____Head Tracklayer     _____Tracklayer 

_____Cross-Tracklayer _____Hospitality _____Gallery Control _____Fundraising Activities 

____housing for out of state tracking judges _____Transportation for judges at trial or transportation for  

exhibitors and/or tracklayers at trial _____Do you want to be a Nominee for CVTC Board of Directors 

Please mail completed application with dues payable to:  Croix Valley Tracking Club 
        Jenny Zimmerman 
        780 Cottage Ave W. 

St. Paul, MN 55117 

Thank you for renewing and welcome to Croix Valley Tracking Club!  Visit our website at www.cvtclub.org 

Remember, one day of work gets you 1/2 of a voucher or 1/2 of worker draw coupon 
Two days gets you a voucher (for 1/2 off of membership) or a worker draw coupon.      

Out of state members can help by preparing flyers, finding judges ….just call a board member. 
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